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Ever get the sense that your etheric body is beginning to look a bit like an attic?
Well, it is! How many attunement symbols do you have stuffed in there
anyway…how many angels, critters, crystals, devas, mantras, deities, energies,
myths, music and minerals, colors and spiritual tools and Faerie folk? Getting a
mite claustrophobic already? Need a bit of air in there along with the clutter
and cobwebs? Enter...Crystal Wind.
This empowerment came to me full-blown midway through an attunement to
Ethereal Crystals when I discerned the need for a cool, refreshing, cleansing
wind to scour us of all manner of spiritual baggage and the accumulated
detritus of our adventures and journeys. I discerned the need for streamlining.
Crystal Wind is the Hells Angel of the spiritual highway as it runs through the
endless plains of unfettered imagination. We are talking unconditional
freedom here. We are talking the sheer exhilaration of quantum acceleration.
We are really talking about Sky-dancing bare-butt naked through the mind
space okay? Are we groking this? Within the crystalline matrix of this blasting
gale force of a Zephyr lies the quintessence of ALL attunements.
Imagine this: Crystal Wind cannot be called down. It must be invoked, roared,
screeched, laughed, howled or shouted. No decorum allowed. What it is, this
crystal wind--reiki at 100 proof: crystal clear; void of all qualities; wild;
unconstrained; unencumbered; unabashed and unashamed and totally
undomesticated. What this Wind does is hurl you headlong into the creation
process. It takes every single attunement you have ever called down and
distills it into a single thought/intent….and then it thrusts you into that
structureless structure. What does that feel like? Well, if you ever wanted a
Harley…then this attunement is for you. It is the next best thing to jumping on
your hog and burning rubber into the sunset at full throttle….without breaks!
Lets be clear as Yukon Jack about this. Whether you have ten systems under
your belt, or gods forbid, a thousand, there is always room for improvement.
Crystal Wind allows you to use all of your systems simultaneously but with the
exuberance and freedom of no system whatsoever. In Crystal Wind, you are the
healing itself, and you taste of the infinity of vitality, which in truth is what you
ever are--the ultimate ecstasy of unconditional surrender to becoming.
This system is called down by intent, using the Higher Self Method.
It is a Self attunement only and cannot be sent.

